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1

Introduction

In the past four decades, China has re-evolved from a backward, post-socialist country into a thriving hotspot of research and innovation. Over the years, the nation's capacities have grown not only
in terms of numbers but also in terms of quality and international relevance (Kroll et al. 2020 and
2021, Liu et al. 2018, Boeing et al. 2016). While China remained in a learning position within global
knowledge networks throughout the 1990s and much of the 2000s, it has long since reached eye
level with established leaders in science and innovation. In selected, often digital fields, the process
has even partly been reverted, in particular since the mid-2010s China has become a role model.
For the moment, the nation claims to remain technologically dependent and continues to lack technological sovereignty on a number of integral hardware components (BBC News 2019, Foreign
Policy 2020, TechSpot 2021). That said, more and more of its end products have come to match
their Western, Japanese or Korean counterparts.
The Chinese market has grown very rapidly and is the lead market in many sectors; from mobile
phones, electronic devices to electric vehicles and investment products like machines or instruments. The market power, at the same time, coupled with massive demand and governmental regulation, has led to a scaling up of Chinese companies, which still mostly focus on the national market. However, several companies have taken the next step and have entered the world market. At
the same time, 'from China to the world' does not refer to the world's workbench anymore, but it
now often means that new technologies and innovations start off in China and are brought to the
rest of the world. In consequence, the technology and innovation cycles in China are driving the
world and not the other way around. For many years the latest technologies were not brought to
the Chinese market, due to fears of unintended knowledge and technology leakage. International
companies can hardly afford to keep this strategy.
As a result of these changing dynamics, China's role in the global network of science and innovation
related exchanges has shifted – not only with a view to scientific and technological collaboration,
but also with a view to external trade and investment. As an aspiring scientific leader, its collaborations with international partners have increased; following the logic that the best should collaborate
with the best to mutually inform each other (Wang et al. 2020). In the scientific domain, collaborating with the finest is seen as an achievement. For the moment this still largely applies to most
disciplines, irrespective of political concerns. At the same time, self-reliance has become an increasingly relevant paradigm of Chinese economic and technology policy. Since the 2006-2020 Mediumand Long-term Development Plan of Science and Technology (Schwaag Serger and Breidne 2007),
Chinese leaders have emphasised the role of 'indigenous innovation' (Suttmeier 2005, Ernst 2011,
Yang 2015), i.e. autonomy, even if not necessarily autarky, in the innovation process; and have been
heavily criticized for it (Wilsdon 2007, Nakayama 2012, Cunha 2015, Suttmeier 2014, Koleski and
Salidjanova 2018). The 12th FYP (2010-2015) already foresaw a strengthening of the national market
and further technological and economic independence from other countries. The political leaders
justified this by the lessons learnt from the worldwide financial and economic crisis of the previous
years. The same line of argument has prevailed in the 13th and seemingly also in the 14th FYP. The
efforts of the past US-administration to cut off China from certain technological supplies, which
have not been fully revoked, have further fuelled this process. From the perspective of the Chinese
government, they amount to the unacceptable attempt to 'keep China down' (Global Times 2019)
which has led to an ever stronger attempt to achieve technological independence, going as far as
to purge foreign technologies from official use (Financial Times 2019). In parallel, developing internal capacities makes the country more and more independent from international collaboration.
Accordingly, China's inclination to collaborate internationally on matters of technology has lessFraunhofer ISI | 5
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ened notably, unless to assert its position in existing areas of strength or to source specific technologies where that is still needed (Prud'homme et al. 2018). In relation to that, we have also witnessed a parallel effort of Chinese firms going international themselves and seeking targeted investments in the West (ten Brink, 2015).
One further central reason why China's international positioning has changed is that its domestic
capacity to exploit own knowledge resources has improved substantially in the course of the past
decade. Up until the early 2000s, China's national system of science-industry-collaboration was
characterised by the legacies of a largely dysfunctional Post Soviet model (Gu 1999, Liu and White
2001, Liu and Jiang 2001). At the time, the university and the enterprise sector remained largely
separate domains that, beyond dynamic islands of entrepreneurialism, hardly communicated with
each other (Walcott 2003, Kroll and Liefner 2008, Kroll and Schiller 2010). This lead to a somewhat
distorted picture in which a high share of formal, yet largely irrelevant invention activities cumulated
in the public sector (Kroll 2011). However, the majority of Chinese technology enterprises de facto
learned from the intensive study of competitors abroad, through re-engineering, or from their joint
venture partners within China (Fan 2011, Liefner et al. 2013, Si et al. 2013, Yang 2014). In short,
learning from international examples prevailed over domestic learning from knowledge institutions
(Cao 2004, Liefner et al. 2013, Wei 2014).
More recently, however, this has substantially changed at different levels (Chen and Kenney 2007,
Chen et al. 2016, Tang et al. 2020, Conlé et al. 2020). First, the entrepreneurial spin-off ecosystem
around leading universities has evolved, reaching a level of dynamism that outpaces Europe and
almost matches the US West coast (Europäische Kommission (EASME) et al. 2021, Hyun et al. 2020,
AsiaTechDaily 2020, Hemmert et al. 2019). At the same time, these universities have become global
leaders in scientific discovery in e.g. information and communication technologies, so it is less necessary to consult foreign partners. In particular, the Chinese market is awash with public seed finance and subsidies in areas of national interest (Nirei et al. 2021, TechSpot 2021) which, in the
meantime, also appear fairly effective in triggering innovation (Ma et al. 2021, Zhang et al. 2021).
Second, a new generation of academics and researchers has found better ways to communicate on
issues of technology transfer in comparison to ten years ago (Crupi 2020, Kaiji et al. 2021). On the
one hand, this is a cultural matter, as the cognitive divide between academia and industry has diminished. On the other, it is facilitated by the fact that many companies' increased technology
orientation has increased their absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal 1990) and made academic
input more relevant for them. Third, the Chinese government has taken active measures to complement more business-oriented regions' entrepreneurial dynamics with academic capacities. This
was relevant in particular for Guangdong, a region once close to being devoid of large-scale academic establishments. It is now thriving with top universities' subsidiaries and purpose-built regional research institutions (Xu and Qiao 2018, Conlé et al. 2020, Conlé et al. forthcoming).
While individual contributions to each of the abovementioned dynamics exist, the literature currently provides little by means of integrating them into a consistent picture of where China is heading. Given its government's highly strategic approach on most scientific and technological buildup matters, it however seems obvious to assume that such an overarching blueprint de facto exists
– in both the domain of planning and that of tangible action. Despite all this idiosyncrasy, it therefore seems reasonable to consider currently observed trends and orientations in China's scientific
and technological collaboration as far more than an empirical reflection of arbitrary or unconnected
trends, driven by individual actors. Instead, we are witnessing a substantive, consistent self-empowerment of an entire nation, which we have yet to understand fully. In particular, it results in a natural
continuity of the past two decades' developments while it is, at the same time, accelerated by a
political paradigm shift towards global self-assertion.
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Against this background, this paper seeks to cast different empirical perspectives on China's international collaborations in the domain of science and technology as they developed in the course
of the past 15-20 years. At the same time, it will seek to trace domestic developments of scientific
and technological capacities and collaborations within China, in order to improve our understanding of its international repositioning. Eventually, this should allow us to better gauge which of the
recent changes in China's international posture could follow naturally from the country's de facto
developments and which must be considered to be the result of recent geopolitical shifts. Bearing
in mind this differentiated assessment, we will put forward an evidence-based outlook on possible
future developments.
Conceptual Section
In development theory, it was traditionally assumed that countries follow the path of leaders to –
ideally – eventually catch up with them with regard to technological expertise and economic capacity (Akamatsu 1962). As most of the related models' imagery and analogies suggested, however,
there was a strong implicit assumption that further players would enrich the established world order. While existing ones caught up, whereas the "lead goose" itself was not really predestined to
change (Kasahara 2004, Ozawa 2006). China, however, took a different approach to development
from the outset of its reform and opening up policies in the late 1970s by aspiring towards reestablishing the leading position that it had historically held. While recognising its then backwardness,
its ambition has in principle always been to once more become a global leader in research and
innovation, however far the road towards that end might prove to be. From a Western perspective,
that ambition was, if not actively derided, at least insufficiently incorporated into theoretical models,
most likely, as it was considered far too unlikely to materialise.
Modernisation theory also foresaw only one way to the aim, namely to aspire to the position of the
leader by competing on the same grounds (Rostow 1960, Berger 1996, Berger 2000). This was
sometimes even linked to the political or at least the economic system (Fukuyama 1992). The history
of the past 150 years showed some successful examples, but even the industrialisation of Japan and
Korea was not based on traditional grounds, namely new leading-edge technologies like microelectronics or optical technologies. Furthermore, productivity increases were based on quality control, bringing the second and third industrial revolution to perfection. China, however, decided to
go along similar tracks at the beginning, but always stressed that it pursued the 'Chinese Way', both
in economic and political terms.
From the early beginning, China's strategic approach to national development was aimed at leapfrogging (Brezis et al. 1993), i.e. relinquishing or at least moderating the ambition to catch-up in
existing technologies. Instead China waited for the opportunity to become the leader in new ones,
that would eventually supersede the existing ones. First, this proved successful in specific areas of
industrial design, e.g. in the mobile phone industry, when first Chinese products pushed incumbent
Western solutions out of the market (Liu et al. 2015, Dong and Flowers 2016). Later it gathered full
momentum in the course of the digital transformation into which China had invested substantially
ahead of time and continuously thereafter (Segal 2003, Lindtner 2014, Sheehan 2018). Today, the
country is reaping the benefits of long-term investments, not only into microelectronics design and
assembly but, more specifically, into new aspects of the digital transformation such as artificial intelligence, robotics, and big data related applications (Europäische Kommission (EASME) et al. 2021,
Roberts et al. 2021, Liu 2021). With a view to mobility transformations, a third attempt based on emobility replacing combustion engines may be currently underway, at least on the blueprints of
Chinese strategists (Tagscherer and Frietsch 2014).
This situation, in which the technological lead of established Triad nations is no longer structurally
"given", has so far not been sufficiently conceptualised in development theory. This theory suggested that the order of leading and lagging nations would hardly structurally change. Even if, the
Fraunhofer ISI | 7
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catching-up countries would enter the established pathway, including market/capitalist economic
orders and eventually also adopt democracy as their political system (Fukuyama 1992). Since China
has joined the global competition for innovation as an increasingly strong player, global technological leadership has become more contested and ephemeral. Today, some formerly lagging nations have become agile first movers in key enabling technologies, ahead of all China. In consequence, the established networks of collaboration, built on a leader-follower constellation, will invariably change. For international relations, this is relevant in particular as this process of contesting
structural leadership has political repercussions as well (de Graaff et al. 2020, Weinhardt and ten
Brink 2019). Leading nations would consider catch-up development beneficial rather than being
offended by it. However, they would necessarily staunchly object – and likely react – to the notion
of being replaced as leaders in the international scientific, technological and economic domain (BBC
News, 2019). Very likely, under these conditions it will not be up to the contesting nation alone to
design and shape its collaborations at different levels, in particular those in strategic fields. It seems
that the perception in the Triad nations has changed and that the original idea of placidly watching
other nations catch up while sharing with them an ever bigger cake has been replaced by concerns
of getting outperformed and losing out in a world of increasingly limited resources. In parallel,
economic relations once held together by mutual benefit have been detrimentally affected by systemic rivalry that undermines trust and puts a political burden on all collaboration and exchange.
In consequence, economic opportunity may no longer be sufficient to trigger and sustain international collaborations. In many cases, ambitions to limit the flow of knowledge to politically competing nations may restrain what could in principle emerge and fuelled a renaissance of notions of
technological sovereignty – in Europe, the US as well as in China itself.
Against this background, it becomes conceptually indispensable to distinguish between those
changes and trends, which result directly and organically from the dynamic development and eventual measuring up of the contesting nation and those that follow indirectly from the political repercussions of this dynamic. While the former have to be considered as natural trends with no specific
trigger or concerted agency behind them, the latter can and will be shaped by the government
actions on either side. They can be traced back to decisions over which specific actors have defined
control.
In any case, different options and possible scenarios may result from the abovementioned dynamics. First, a new "lead goose" could replace the old one, relegating the incumbent to second rank
(as is, in fact, common practice among real geese in nature). Second, it could draw level with the
incumbent, without either of them assuming clear leadership, or leadership differing by field, creating a potentially unstable system. Third, the formation could break, giving rise to two formations
with a new, respective leader, heading in diverging directions – as is already alluded to in recent
literature (Negara and Suryadinata 2021).
Furthermore, different domains follow different logics worldwide. Science is generally considered a
positive-sum game in which collaboration brings benefits and advances to all, while it is sufficiently
removed from practical application to affect strategic interests. Technological development, on the
contrary, is a highly contentious and strategic field with direct implications for individual and, in
consequence, national competitiveness. Accordingly, different nation's actors will collaborate in
these matters only if they have to (as they cannot achieve certain aims alone) or because they are
institutionally connected across borders anyway (as in the case of prevalent foreign direct investment). In the domain of trade, finally, additional, substantially unrelated, aspects come into play
with a view to international wage differentials, resource endowments as well as specific hub functions in the worldwide web of logistics. Conceptually, these aspects constitute a third, cross-cutting
layer which has to be considered in order to ascertain a correct interpretation of China's international repositioning across the past decade.
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Finally, all domestic statistics, even when drawn from international sources, reflect a very specific
institutional setting, which has to be interpreted with care. In many cases, terms like 'state-owned
company', 'private company', 'public research institution' or even university have different functional meanings in China than in Western economies (Liefner 2014, Chen 2015). While the set-up is
no longer that of a traditional post-Soviet innovation system (Radosevic 1998, Xu 2011), it has,
against expectations, not converged against any known Western configuration either (May et al.
2019, Roberts et al. 2021). In the Chinese system, both public research and companies can to a
much larger extent be politically directed towards collaboration and this orchestrated collaboration
remain one fundamental aspect and driving factor of recent developments in domestic scienceindustry collaborations (Liefner et al. 2016, Naughton and Tsai 2015, ten Brink 2019, Nölke et al.
2020). That said, there have always been a large number of bottom-up dynamics in the Chinese
innovation system as well, in particular in its dynamic Eastern and Southern areas around the Yangtze and the Pearl River Delta (Fu et al. 2012, Liefner and Wei 2014, Liefner and Kroll 2019, Kroll and
Liefner forthcoming). These, too, however, evolve under a very different and – with regard to limitations – in part much more rigid framework than in the West (Liefner et al. 2016, May et al. 2019,
ten Brink 2019). At the same time, the amount of available state aid for issues and themes considered strategic is often by an order of magnitude higher than in Western economies, even when it
comes to the individual recipient organisation (Kroll and Schiller 2014, Boeing 2016, Techspot 2021).
Given the substantive amount of public resources available, Chinese policy makers need to focus
less on short-term efficacy than their peers in liberal market economies, but can focus on effectiveness and on building fundaments from a strategic perspective.
In sum, these considerations lead us towards four propositions that we will seek to corroborate by
developing new analytical perspectives based on a number of already existing sources of microdata.
First, that China's rise with a view to both quantity and quality of its scientific output has increased.
In principle the country's options to collaborate internationally have also increased as it has become
a more relevant partner at eye level for many. Second, this rise has, at the same time, in itself reduced the country's dependence on international technology. This on its own will have triggered a
decreasing de facto reliance on external knowledge sources at large. Third, there is evidence that
China's domestic system of science industry collaboration and technology transfer has improved
notably across the last decade, further reducing the country's motivation to collaborate internationally. Fourth, the geopolitical paradigm from collaboration to contestation between at least the
U.S. and China has left a notable imprint on collaboration patterns. This goes beyond what the
abovementioned trends would have, by themselves, suggested. Subsequently, we will consider the
findings on these four main propositions in the synopsis and integrate them into a broader discussion and conclusion.
Data and Method
To investigate the accuracy of the abovementioned propositions, this paper will apply a differentiated analysis of bibliometric and patent data. Bibliometric data is relevant as it provides insights
into nations' and organisations' capacity for knowledge production. Due to the recent tide of publications in China, it is required to work with a database that sets certain international standards
and quality thresholds. A few databases fulfil this criterion Elsevier's SCOPUS is one of them. A
broader coverage of the social sciences and humanities, as well as broader coverage in Asia and
Europe (see for example Michels and Schmoch 2012, Stahlschmidt et al. 2019) makes this database
an attractive and useful source. In general, co-publications are interpreted as reflecting the extent
of resulting person-to-person or also organisation-to-organisation linkages – and thus knowledgebridges. In the cooperation domain, it reflects processes of mutual learning and collaborative development of knowledge flows in the realm of science – not yet industrial application or market
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competition. By its very nature, moreover, published knowledge is freely available to all. In consequence, scientific collaboration reflects a rather uncontested, mostly positive sum game.
Patent data is relevant as it provides insights into nations' and organisations' capacity to generate
inventions and technological solutions (Grupp 1998, OECD 2018, Frietsch et al. 2010, Frietsch et al.
2014). Technically, the most established source of global patent data for scientific and analytical
purposes are the EPO's biannual releases of the PATSTAT database, which contains patent filings
from more than 80 offices worldwide and reflects the vast majority of technological knowledge
supply and of technology markets globally. In line with the situation for publications, however, there
is an analytical need to focus on those patents that are of actual relevance for the international
competitiveness of nations. To that end, this paper will consider only 'transnational patents' (Frietsch and Schmoch 2010), i.e. patents filed with the ambition to address diverse global markets
(through patent families with at least a PCT filing or an EPO filing).
In contrast to publications, where knowledge flows and collaborations between different affiliations
are considered, co-patents – defined as co-inventions of inventors from different countries – reflect
on technological knowledge flows between different R&D locations, however mostly within the
same multinational enterprise. For strategic reasons or reasons of simplification co-applications in
terms of two distinct companies or enterprises filing a patent together is in reality a rather unusual
case, even more so across national borders. Information on the international cross-ownership of
internationally invented intellectual property rights will be established following a methodology
proposed by Guellec and van Pottelsberghe (2001) which draws on information available at the
level of individual patents of the PATSTAT database. Guellec and van Pottelsberghe suggested two
indicators that reflect knowledge flows and control of knowledge issues across borders, namely the
shares of nationally owned, but foreign invented patents versus nationally invented, but foreign
owned patents.
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2

Results

A) International Integration
Scientific Collaboration
With a view to scientific collaboration, our analysis finds that, despite the significant overall surge
of publications at an international level (having increased by more than factor 3 since 2005), China's
inclination to internationally collaborate has been on the rise as well. Overall, the share of international co-publications in all academic publications increased from below 15% in 2005 to close to
25% in 2018. That said, it is noteworthy that China's overall share of co-publications remains notably
below those of the US (~40%), let alone Germany or the UK (~55-60%). Even Japan and Korea reach
higher shares with about 30% each. Only India ranks lower with about 20% while Russia and Iran
remain at similar levels to China.
China's largest collaboration partner by far remains the United States, accounting for close to 45%
of all co-publications. This is followed by the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, Germany and
Japan. Over the past two decades, notable increases in collaboration can be observed for Australia
as well as the US and the United Kingdom. Towards the end of the list, relative increases in collaboration can also be detected for other European countries (IT; NL; SE; ES) as well as some regional
partners from the developing world, such as Pakistan. In consequence, the relative share of some
traditional partners like Canada, Germany, France, Singapore, Korea, Taiwan, and, most dramatically,
Japan has decreased. Both geographical proximity and similar disciplinary profiles promote scientific collaborations across borders (Frietsch et al. 2008, Hoekman et al. 2010, Ahlgren et al. 2013,
Frietsch et al. 2017). Size effects also play a role, researchers/organisations in larger countries are
more likely to find a national partner, whereas researchers in smaller countries consequently have
a higher propensity to collaborate internationally (Frietsch et al. 2016). In addition, it seems that
scientifically developed countries tend to seek collaborations with scientifically developed countries
for an eye-level scientific exchange (Frietsch et al. 2018).
With a view to disciplinary orientation, it is noteworthy that the share of co-publications in all publications is highest in the social sciences, economics (35-45%), followed by the humanities, ecology,
climate and geosciences but also reach notably above average shares in informatics, mechanical
engineering and medical technology. In contrast, the lowest number of co-publications is found in
nuclear research, different areas of chemistry and electrical engineering although it remains above
15%.
Technological Collaboration
With a view to technological collaboration, our analysis finds that, in parallel to the significant overall surge in patenting (having increased by factor 12 since 2005), China´s inclination to internationally collaborate has substantially decreased. Overall, the share of co-patents in all transnational
patent applications from China decreased from about 15% in 2005 to a mere 5% in 2018. Even in
developed nations, this share would typically stand around 15%, such as in the US, Germany, France
or Taiwan. In highly integrated countries like the UK and Canada or smaller countries like Denmark
or Singapore, it commonly reaches 25-35%. We find lower values of between 2-3% only in Japan
and Korea. On the contrary in developing nations, where high shares can be read as a proxy for
technological dependence, it ranges between 30% (Malaysia, India) and above 50% (Vietnam, Philippines, Indonesia).
Even more dominant and unipolar than in the case of academic collaborations, China's key partner
in the technological domain are the United States with an above 50% share of all co-patents. Japan
and Germany follow with around 10% shares while no other country's share exceeds 5%. Unlike the
Fraunhofer ISI | 11
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academic domain, collaboration with Japan is increasing while collaborations with Germany and
Great Britain are decreasing. Slight increases, in contrast, are visible for Sweden, Australia, France,
India and Korea, but all at a relatively low level. The only country that saw a relative increase among
the overall decreasing trend of international collaboration is Sweden, which, however, in 2018 once
more reached its level of 2005.
With a view to the thematic orientation of China's technological collaboration, the analysis reveals
a picture that is in part inverse from that identified in the scientific domain. The main areas, which
still display relatively high collaboration rates of around 10% are chemistry and pharmaceuticals,
closely followed by the fields of digital communication, surface technology (materials) and biotechnology. Overall, collaboration is weakest in the areas of optics, computer technology, semiconductors, and audio-visual technologies. In short, technological cooperation seems to be more prevalent
in traditional or non-digital enabling technologies.
Cross-Ownership of Intellectual Property
Beyond mere cooperation, a further relevant perspective considers the international ownership of
intellectual property developed by inventors of a particular country, in other words, organisations
of a country own intellectual property developed abroad (Guellec and van Pottelsberghe 2001).
This perspective is relevant in particular, as, by proxy, it provides an insight into international investment and targeted technology-sourcing relations. As a tendency, domestically owned foreign
inventions are either inventions made in foreign subsidiaries of domestic firms, or rights lastingly
acquired by such firms. Foreign-owned domestic inventions, on the contrary, tend to be inventions
made in domestic subsidiaries of MNEs that subsequently have been applied legally by these corporates' headquarters abroad.
In line with China's opening up yet then lagging technological capacity, we see a sharp increase of
both foreign-owned Chinese inventions and Chinese-owned foreign inventions in the early 2000s,
up until about 2003/04. This is a double reflection of the then ongoing surge of foreign investment
in technology-oriented sectors and the fact that China did not yet develop many transnational patents independently. Remarkably, however, the share of foreign-owned Chinese inventions peaked
notably higher (at around 35%) than the share of Chinese-owned foreign inventions (at below 25%).
At the time, the control of a large share of technologies developed in China thus lay firmly abroad,
in particular, when considering that similar constellations within MNEs formally incorporated in
China would not even show in our analysis. At the same time, high shares of Chinese-owned foreign
inventions provide evidence that firms incorporated in China (even if partially MNEs) were to a large
degree sourcing technological knowledge abroad.
Subsequently, both shares have been in constant decline. The share of Chinese-owned foreign inventions dropped to around 7-8% in 2013 and has been stable since while the share of foreignowned Chinese inventions, still at 12% in 2013, declined even further. It has stabilised at around 67% since 2016. This picture stands in contrast to parallel developments in Europe and the United
States, which saw a steady, if gradual increase in internationalisation until the 2008 economic crisis,
a fairly steep drop after 2011 and stabilised thereafter without further dynamics. In both cases,
China's shares have been notably below that of Western countries since 2018, quite in contrast to
the situation in the early 2000s. With a view to Chinese-owned foreign inventions, this has already
been the case since around 2005, with a view to foreign-owned Chinese inventions, Chinese and
Western developments had fallen more or less in sync between 2006 and 2014, before they
dropped remarkably further. With regard to the former, we observe that international firms are
replaced by domestic inventions in Chinese firms, indicating that Chinese patent owners (i.e. domestic firms) have by and large remained less integrated into the global technological scene
throughout their country's international rise than their US or European counterparts at the same
Fraunhofer ISI | 12
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time. With a view to the latter, in contrast, China's level of international integration, i.e. the (presumed) share of foreign investors in Chinese patent applications, had converged towards international standards for a prolonged period, until it dropped markedly after 2014.
B) Functional Integration between Domestic Knowledge Systems
Status Quo Ante: Learning from Foreign Sources
To document the former prevalence of international over domestic learning, as often anecdotally
suggested, we juxtapose the development of Total Factor Productivity in China with the development of technological collaboration and the degree of international cross-ownership of intellectual
property rights.
In both cases, the coincidence, and likely mutual dependency, is striking. Quite obviously, China's
decision to open up and actively seek technology-oriented foreign direct investment led to a major
infusion of applicable knowledge and an increase of TFP growth. This took a further 3-4 years to
come to full fruition and peak around 2008 when all relevant measures of international integration
were already decreasing. Since then, the growth of total factor productivity has slowed down markedly, with one notable, but probably not sustainable, exception in 2017. Interestingly, moreover,
TFP growth development displays marked post-crisis effects subsequent to 2008.This did not occur
in any of our other analytical perspectives directly pertinent to China – yet in those relating to an
overall global disengagement of European and American enterprises.
In summary, the juxtaposition of measures of integration and TFP growth development more than
suggest that China's engagement with the global technological scene has had notable positive
influences in the course of the 2000s. Subsequent to the 2008 economic crisis, however, a certain
disconnection – or parallel stabilisation – of both developments seems to be emerging which does
not enable us to make direct inferences about causal relations, in the way that was possible during
the 2000s.
Patenting by Universities and Research Institutions
A traditional proxy measure to gauge the socio-economic relevance of science and/or the transfer
capabilities of research organisations are patent applications from the non commercial domain. In
China, this share is traditionally high as it has been politically encouraged since at least the mid2000s. However, this used to apply mostly to domestic applications whose quality and substance
might not necessarily meet international standards. Since 2010, the known share of CNIPA filings
by universities increased from about 12% to about 15% in 2018, complemented by a constant 34% from public research organisations.
For transnational applications by Chinese research organizations, this figure remains much lower at
around 6% for universities and a further 1% for public research organisations. That said, a total of
almost 7% still amounts to about double the value known from countries like Germany. Additionally, in the recent two years, applications from public research organisations have increased by more
than half, strengthening the role of scientific institutions in technology generation. Moreover, this
has happened in line with a parallel, steep increase in applications by small to medium sized firms.
This seems to be in harmony with anecdotal evidence and media reports, both of which suggest
that Chinese ecosystems of technological development are seeing additional dynamics in the very
recent past. Besides entrepreneurial dynamics, the public research sector continues to play a relevant role in these new constellations.
Knowledge Generation by Firms
The scientific orientation of Chinese firms increased from around 4% in 2010 to above 5% in 2019.
In the context of the overall surge in publications in China, this required an absolute increase from
about 10,000 annual articles in 2010 to more than 30,000 in 2019. Apparently, the involvement of
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Chinese firms with high-level, conceptual development activities and/or their collaboration with
public research has substantially increased across the past decade.
In an international comparison, the share of Chinese firms in overall publishing is no longer substantially lower than that of American firms which decreased from about 7% to below 6% during
the same period. Even in Germany and the United Kingdom, classic examples of successful scienceindustry collaboration, comparable figures do not currently exceed 8%. At the same time, out data
underline Chinese companies' limited international integration. While the shares of co-publications
between national science and national industry is on a similar level to Germany (and many other
Western countries), the shares of co-publications between national science and international industries is considerably different. In Germany, there is hardly any difference between the shares of
national and international companies, while in China only 1% of total publications are in collaboration with international companies.
In sum, China has been the only major economy in which firms' publishing activities have increased
notably in relative and in absolute terms throughout the past decade. Moreover, our analysis suggests a further, rather recent dynamism of developments since about 2016/2017 – in line with the
above observations in the domain of non-corporate patent applications.
Figure 1:
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Source: authors' analysis based on Elsevier SCOPUS
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Figure 4:

International Ownership of Domestically Invented Patents
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Figure 5:
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Figure 6:

Publications and Co-Publications of companies with different partner types
(situation in China, left, vs. situation in Germany, right)
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Figure 7:

Structure of Patents Applicants in China

(SIPO applications, left, vs. transnational applications, right)
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Figure 8:

Cooperation between Universities and Firms; Share of Total Publications
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Figure 9:

IPR Payments to Foreign Actors (bn Dollar)
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Figure 10:

IPR Payments to Foreign Actors (Share of GDP)
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Figure 11:

Investment by Type (Money Raised in USD, 3Q Averages)
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Figure 13:

Funds Raised (in USD, 2016-21) by Province
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Figure 14:

Development of Shares of Funds Raised (in %) by Province
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3

Discussion

Our first proposition that China has raised both the quantity and the quality of its scientific output
has been confirmed – in principle. This development has increased the country's options to collaborate internationally. Despite a parallel overall surge in publications in both general and central
topics concerning the future. China has increased and seems determined to further increase, its
collaboration in the academic domain. Remarkably, such collaboration is in relative terms sought
most in domains that could be considered politically charged and thus potentially problematic, i.e.
the social sciences, economics and the humanities. As to be expected other focal areas of collaboration discuss overall global challenges (climate, ecology, geosciences), as well as national areas of
industrial strength. Here China is still seeking to improve and update its knowledge base (informatics, biotechnology). Overall, it is thus obvious that China seems both capable and determined to
integrate itself even better into the global academic system. This is used not least, as a device to
further improve its academic capacities in areas of key national interest.
Concerning the second proposition, we indeed observe a parallel disintegration from technological
collaboration, be it based on co-patenting as such or on proxy indicators for foreign direct investment. In the synopsis of all perspectives, we observe a decreasing role of foreign firms and international technology transfer. This is in line with an increasing rise of domestic firms that are on
aggregate, they are therefore notably less inclined to internationally collaborate than their European or American peers. In particular, that seems to concern China's key industries and newly built
fields of national strengths. In the computer technology and broader IT field, the share of collaborative patent applications is minimal with below 2.5%. In contrast, it is relatively high in more traditional areas such as chemistry in which China is known to actively seek international learning (materials, biotechnology, digital communication). Overall, two things are noteworthy with regard to
the entirety of findings considered in this domain. First, it is obvious that China has moved past its
first dynamic phase of technology imports, foreign investment and external learning since at least
the aftermath of the 2008 economic crisis. While a lot of technology may still be imported (APRA),
the degree of structural integration at a global level is unambiguously on the decline. Furthermore,
Chinese firms have a lower inclination to technologically internationalise than their international
counterparts. Notably, this is not a market size effect, as the respective figures differ markedly from
those of the United States as well.
With a view to the third proposition, we have to concede that it is difficult to report on systemic
issues of science industry collaboration with comparatively simple indicators. What we observe,
however, points very clearly into a single direction. Since the most recent transformation of the
world's technological system, i.e. the fully-fledged onset of digitalisation since around 2015, some
shifts can be observed in the composition of patent applicants from China. One element of this is
the role of SMEs, another an increasing role of public research which, taken together, may suggest
the emergence of new, dynamically interconnected clusters. In parallel, publication data corroborates that Chinese firms have reached a level of expertise in pre-competitive technological development and have founded their innovation activities on scientific grounds. The substantial gap and
obstacle that used to prevent most productive science-industry collaborations in China until the
early 2010s do not seem to exist anymore. The share of national companies collaborating with
national research organisations resembles that in most industrialised countries (Schubert and Frietsch 2018). The share of international enterprises collaborating with Chinese research organisations, however, is still rather low.
The fourth proposition addressed the antagonisms that emerge from international science and innovation up to system competition. Here we find remarkably limited evidence that the geopolitical
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paradigm from collaboration to contestation between e.g. the United States and China has left a
notable imprint on collaboration patterns beyond what the abovementioned trends would have, by
themselves, suggested in an otherwise stable institutional environment. One clear perspective is
the obvious break in the trend of foreign ownership of Chinese inventions that occurred right after
the leadership change in 2013. Obviously, some sort of techno-economic disintegration has thus
occurred, at least in parallel to a recent geopolitical shift, particularly in terms of ownership and
control. That said, most other figures show trends that are more continuous. They reflect either
substantial differences between the externally-dependent 2000s and the increasingly self-reliant
2010s or very recent developments in line with the digital revolution. Hardly ever does 2013/14
appear as a decisive date, i.e. the most recent change in China's political leadership – to which many
of China's recent moves towards inward-orientation have been attributed – may in itself been less
uniquely responsible than sometimes suggested. Instead, first evidence of an emerging trend towards a less pronounced outward-orientation have been obvious before, as it is (also) a natural
result of China's technological rise.
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4

Conclusion

While this analysis may not have the scope to fully address all fundamental issues raised in the
introduction, it has served to clarify some fundamental points that have so far remained insufficiently clear in the ongoing debate.
First, that China has moved beyond the stage of a traditional catching-up nation within the old
technological world order since at least the early 2010s. Before that date, all indicators suggest
substantive international dependency. Quite obviously, therefore, China has been in a follower position and in a skilful manner deployed different available means to emerge from it – which seems
a first in modern history. After 2010, a new set up of collaboration emerges in which China acts at
eye-level with most industrialised nations. Using the flying geese analogy, a second head of the
flock has emerged, but it has so far not broken free from the formation. It still stays behind the
leaders, but very closely – and still actively seeks some integration. At the same time, we see tentative evidence of new, domestic dynamics that coincide with the most recent technological transformation. Very likely, China is about to develop fully functional science-industry collaboration ecosystems at different levels. It does further limit the need for international sourcing.
Second, we find China's general openness in the technological domain has possibly always been
fairly limited more so than obvious at first sight. While Western nations and firms have lived by the
current concept of international integration since at least the 1950s, China has no such experience
to build on, or possibly no inclination to reproduce a system of Western rules and regulation that
would leave limited agency to China. In the past two decades, this fundamental given has been
hidden by the intense dynamics of foreign direct investment during the 2000s and, more recently,
the targeted investment activities of some Chinese firms abroad. Both, however, were and are
sought for a purpose, which is confirmed by the current disciplines for collaboration – which continue to lie on primarily those areas where China continues to need external inputs. The overt majority of firms, in contrast, remains rather inward oriented. As opposed to Western countries, their
environment may have never wholeheartedly subscribed to global integration as a principle. Now,
as the immediate need has passed, this may not change. What should be noted, however, is that
the absolute number of cross-ownerships in the technological domain remains on the increase. So
the significance of Chinese foreign direct investment to target countries remains.
That said, we find a country that always has had a tendency and an inclination to develop independent economic and political agency based on its own strengths and maintain as many of the
required capacities as possible within its national borders. While China is very willing to cooperate
on knowledge development, it never appreciated the situation in the 1990s and 2000s when the
country was exposed to and reliant upon other countries investing and giving technological input.
Hence, its return to a position of technological self-sufficiency or at least sovereignty appears completely natural and expected. With a view to our data, much seems to suggest that this position is
neither externally inflicted nor a result of the latest changes in its leadership. It is in line with China's
known ambition to challenge the existing technological world order and to – rather than remaining
a follower – assume the position of an independent, sovereign leader.
Certainly, these are consequential conclusions and further, more comprehensive, research will be
required to corroborate and differentiate them further. This paper contributes to the debate, which
allows us to position ourselves as respectful observers who acknowledge the achievements of the
recent years.
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